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Large Group Lesson (15 mins)
Examining our treasure map!

Before you introduce the Bible story, review today’s quest: 

In the Bible story, what do we discover about the 
gifts found in a relationship with God?

Lesson 14: “Forgiveness Makes the Heart Glad”

• A Bible
• Two mini notebooks, one ripped up with markings 
    in it and one clean, new notebook

Students will discover the gifts found in God such as forgiveness, new life, joy and 
peace, the Holy Spirit, hope of Jesus’s return and entry into the family of God. In 
response, students will see God himself as the greatest treasure they could receive!

 ● The relationship students have with God brings them great joy.
 ● Students live with a hope and a joy that gives them strength and peace in the  
	 midst	of	life’s	difficulties.

QuestQuest

ObjectiveObjective

Bible  StoryBible  Story

MaterialsMaterials

In the Bible story, what do we discover about the gifts found in a relationship with God?

“David brings his heart to God.” (Psalm 51, NLT)

Large Group Lesson and Games Leader Plan

Hold up a notebook with tears and rips in the pages, and red markings 
over the pages. 

Sometimes, we feel much like this notebook right here. We 
feel like we’ve made so many mistakes or other people have 
hurt us too much, and we feel stuck. 

Every time the students hear a word or phrase associated with sins and 
wrongdoings that make you think of the tears, rips and markings in this 
notebook, ask them to raise their hands.
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Hold up a new notebook, clean and brand new. Draw a cross on the front of the notebook to resemble the new 
life we have in Jesus when we receive forgiveness and the Holy Spirit. 

When we bring our sins to God and the hurts and pains caused by others, God is faithful to 
forgive us and to show us mercy, not giving us what we deserve. When we’re forgiven, God 
doesn’t remember our sins anymore. Instead, we’re given Jesus’s perfect record, and we 
receive the Holy Spirit, the presence of God within us, to transform us from the inside out so 
that we’re willing to obey God’s words! 

Read the prayer once again, but this time ask students to raise their hand every time they hear a word or 
phrase that relates to a fresh start or the gifts found when we trust in Jesus (forgiveness, the Holy Spirit, etc.) 

Because your love is as loyal and as sure as your promises and is not dependent upon us, don’t 
give us what our sins deserve, oh God! 

Because you suffer with us in the consequences of our sin and personally know the pain we 
walk through as a result of sin, wipe away and take away all our wrongdoings. Remove them 
from the record of our lives! 

Wash us and cleanse us from all our sins so that we are brand new creations. 

Here’s our problem, God. Our wrongdoings are constantly before us. They take all of our 
attention and focus away from you and put our attention and focus on ourselves, others and 
the world. When our focus and attention is not on you, we get stuck because you’re the one 
we’ve sinned against!
 
We have done what you say is wrong. What you say God is right and true, and you are fair 
when you judge us according to your word. And we have not obeyed your word, your word 
which is good, right and true.
  
As soon as we were born into this world, our hearts were far from you, bent on disobeying 
your word. You want us to be completely truthful, so teach us wisdom.
 
Take away our sin, and we will be clean. Wash us, and we will be whiter than snow. With your 
power, we who were born as sinners can be born again as children of God with hearts that 
desire to obey your word! 

Make us hear sounds of joy and gladness. We were crushed by the weight of our sins and our 
guilt, but you can make us rejoice again.
 
Turn your face from our sins, don’t look at our wrongdoings any more. Wipe out all of our 
guilt that keeps us from drawing near to you! 

Create in us a pure heart, God. Make our spirits right with you again. Don’t send us away from 
your presence. Don’t take your Holy Spirit away from us! 

Give us the joy that comes when you save us. Keep us strong by giving us a willing spirit, a 
spirit that desires to obey your word. Then we will teach your ways to those who do wrong and 
sinners will turn back to you!

God, you are the one who saves us. We will sing about and declare your goodness. Lord, let us 
speak so that we may praise you! 

This is what you accept: a willing spirit, a spirit that longs and desires to obey your word. You 
will not reject a heart that is broken and sorry for its sin! Here’s our heart, God, it longs for a 
renewed relationship with you!



Review the day’s quest: 
 In the Bible story, what do we discover about the gifts 
found in a relationship with God?  

Ask students to think about one treasure they discovered about God as 
they engaged with the Bible story. 

Invite students to turn to a neighbor and share the treasure they 
discovered.	Remind	students	that	they	may	have	discovered	a	different	
treasure from their neighbor!  Then, ask students who are willing to 
share with the entire group. 

Review
Treasure is found here!
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Leader tip: Ask students to share where in the Bible story they 
discovered	that	treasure	or	enlist	the	help	of	the	entire	group	to	figure	it	
out. This will encourage students to see why the Word of God is so 
important in the process of searching for treasure. 



Start with everyone in Start with everyone in 
a circle. One person is the a circle. One person is the 
“bunny rabbit, bunny rabbit.” This person starts the “bunny rabbit, bunny rabbit.” This person starts the 
game. Now, everyone in the circle chooses an animal, such as: game. Now, everyone in the circle chooses an animal, such as: 
“iguana, iguana,” “cat, cat,” or “shark, shark,” etc. Along with the “iguana, iguana,” “cat, cat,” or “shark, shark,” etc. Along with the 
animals, each person has to make a sign with their hands. For example, animals, each person has to make a sign with their hands. For example, 
“rabbit, rabbit” would place both hands on the side of the head to form “rabbit, rabbit” would place both hands on the side of the head to form 
two ears. Another example would be “crocodile, crocodile”, it will put its two ears. Another example would be “crocodile, crocodile”, it will put its 
arms in front like the mouth of an alligator. arms in front like the mouth of an alligator. 
  
You can invent more animals with hand signals as needed. Now “bunny You can invent more animals with hand signals as needed. Now “bunny 
rabbit, bunny rabbit” begins the game by pointing its signal and saying: rabbit, bunny rabbit” begins the game by pointing its signal and saying: 
“rabbit, rabbit, cat, cat”. Now it’s the turn of “cat, cat.” You’re still going “rabbit, rabbit, cat, cat”. Now it’s the turn of “cat, cat.” You’re still going 
from player to player in no particular order. When someone is wrong, from player to player in no particular order. When someone is wrong, 
they must move from their position and sit to the left of the “rabbit, they must move from their position and sit to the left of the “rabbit, 
rabbit”. We call that character “pig, pig” and they must make a rabbit”. We call that character “pig, pig” and they must make a 
pig’s nose as their signal.pig’s nose as their signal.

 One adult leader will stand at one end of the gym or playing  One adult leader will stand at one end of the gym or playing 
 area, and all the students will stand at the other end. The  area, and all the students will stand at the other end. The 

leader will yell out either “Green light,” “Yellow light,” or “Red leader will yell out either “Green light,” “Yellow light,” or “Red 
light.” When yelling out “Green light,” the leader will close their light.” When yelling out “Green light,” the leader will close their 

eyes, and the students can run as fast as they want. The leader can eyes, and the students can run as fast as they want. The leader can 
 then yell out “Yellow light” or “Red light” and open their  then yell out “Yellow light” or “Red light” and open their 

eyes. On “yellow light,” students can only be walking, and any eyes. On “yellow light,” students can only be walking, and any 
student that the leader sees running still will go back to the wall and student that the leader sees running still will go back to the wall and 
start over. On “red light,” students must stop, and if the leader sees start over. On “red light,” students must stop, and if the leader sees 

anyone moving, they must go to the wall and start over. The student anyone moving, they must go to the wall and start over. The student 
that gets to the leader’s side first is the winner.that gets to the leader’s side first is the winner.

RedRed
 light,  light, 
green green 
lightlight

# 2# 2
Bunny Bunny 

Rabbit, Rabbit, 
Bunny Bunny 
RabbitRabbit

# 1# 1
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Game Time (20 mins)
Setting up camp!


